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Introduction 
 
The development of vertical-(external)-cavity surface-emitting lasers (V(E)CSELs) could represent a real 
advancement for the scientific community, with important perspectives in different areas of fundamental 
research and applied physics, including potential applications in biomedical imaging of human tissues in 
the THz frequency range. Besides the well reported performances in terms of good quality beam [1] and 
high output power exceeding watt-level [2], one of the main interests of such devices is related to their 
low noise characteristics and wide tunable range operation, which results from the extended cavity 
architectures and the use of an appropriate gain medium. Indeed, it has been already demonstrated that 
VECSELs can work as Class-A lasers, i.e. without any relaxation oscillation, leading to a shot noise 
level [3]. Besides, the external configuration allows the insertion of several optical elements within the 
cavity itself (such as nonlinear or birefringent crystals, Fabry-Perot etalons filters, SESAM, etc.), 
enabling to explore a wide range of new functionalities and applications which are more complex or 
even not feasible in conventional laser schemes. These are for instance high power longitudinal single 
mode lasers, tunable and bi-frequency lasers, intra-cavity frequency doubling, sum or difference 
frequency generation, nonlinear conversion, ultrashort mode-locked lasers and THz optical sources, etc. 
Moreover, it has been reported that the integration of quantum nanostructures (such as quantum wires 
and quantum dots) in the VCSELs active region can bring superior characteristics in comparison with 
conventional devices based on quantum wells (QWs), in terms of broad gain range and polarization 
control [4-6]. Indeed, the main interest in dealing with such kind of active region is related to the 
interplay of homogenous/inhomogeneous broadening of the density of states due to growth process 
dispersion [7], which can be exploited to obtain THz emitters, based on the beating of the two modes 
from a bi-frequency laser. Nevertheless, when dealing with conventional QWs-based VECSEL, since 
mode competition between the two modes exists, it is mandatory to spatially separate them, increasing 
thus the complexity of the system [8,9]. Also, it is worth to mention that very recent results have shown 
that such competition does not settle when quantum nanostructures such as QDs are used enabling 
oscillation at frequencies from 100 GHz up to few THz [10,11]. 



Additionally, the use of such low dimensional nanostructures provides a broader range of laser emission 
wavelength, allowing obtaining widely tunable THz sources, which could allow for the development of 
high sensitive and well resolved medical diagnostics tools. 
In the following, the basic blocks to obtain a first demonstration of a quantum dash (QDHs) based 
VECSEL on InP system are analyzed in the framework of this STSM, and some preliminary 
characterizations are presented, which give some useful insights about the feasibility of the final process 
and the future development associated to this kind of lasers. 
 
 
1. Purpose of STSM 

 
The problem of thermal management in InP based VECSELs 
 
Nowadays the available output power range covered by VECSELs is very wide, ranging from some mW 
up to tens of W depending on the material systems, injection schemes and cavity architectures. So far, 
the highest powers have been obtained in the case of GaAs-based system and its relative compounds 
[12]. For the 1.55µm telecom band the material of choice is InP and the related quaternary alloys. The 
emitted power in this last case is generally lower, because of technological reasons. Indeed, epitaxially-
grown compounds used for Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBR) on such substrate are known to present 
low refractive index contrast [13]. To achieve high values of reflectivity, needed to reach laser emission 
on vertical-cavity lasers, a large number of periods is typically used [14,15]. The large thickness of these 
structures, combined with the poor thermal properties of such materials, makes the heat dissipation not 
efficient, spoiling very quickly the performances of such lasers. Another approach relies on the use of 
dielectric mirrors (for instance TiO2/SiO2, Si/CaF2 or a-Si/a-Si3N4 [16-18]). Despite the ease of 
implementation, this solution is not suitable for high powers in VECSELs, whereas it is successfully 
employed in the case of short-cavity VCSELs, where the dissipated power is significantly lower. So far 
the best results in terms of emitted power have been achieved by using GaAs/Al(Ga)As based Bragg 
mirrors, which offer a very good thermal conductivity. This kind of DBRs are integrated, for instance, by 
metamorphic growth [19] or wafer bonding techniques [20,21]. Among the two proposed techniques, the 
wafer bonding seems the most promising one to reach high power operation, eventually in combination 
with intra-cavity or bottom high thermal conductive heat spreaders (such as synthetic CVD diamond 
layers), as evidenced by the very recent and remarkable results related to this technology on the InP 
system [22,23]. Moreover, the bonding of separate DBR mirrors and gain regions avoid the 
abovementioned material limitations, which are quite strict in InP system. High degrees of repeatability 
and very good uniformity can be achieved by this technology, which makes it a good candidate for 
increasing V(E)CSEL chip processing towards larger surfaces, thus decreasing the device costs, with a 
clear interest in industrial developments. Considering all the aforementioned advantages of such high 
performing DBRs, one of the objectives of this STSM is to perform a preliminary test of wafer bonding to 
integrate GaAs/AlAs DBRs on a QDHs active region fabricated by FOTON Lab, exploiting the world 
class know-how of LPN-EPFL related to such process.  
 
 
2. Description of the work carried out during the STSM 
 
Description of the active region: interest of QDHs 
 
One of the main advantages of QDHs, with respect to QWs, relies in the increase of the polarization 
control, due to the intrinsic anisotropy of the active medium.  
As a matter of fact, polarization instability of QWs-based VCSELs is a widely reported topic in the 
scientific literature (for instance, see Refs. [24-27]). It is generally associated to the intrinsic in-plane 



properties of QWs, as well as the cylindrical geometry of the cavity and the polarization-independent 
reflectivity of standard DBRs. Except for specific cases, polarization control is desired for applications of 
such devices. Several control schemes have been proposed to solve the polarization issue. Some of 
them are based on the anisotropy of the cavity geometry [28], others rely on polarization selective 
mirrors [29] or high contrast gratings (HCGs) [30-32]. Nevertheless, such solutions involve a complex 
design and processing of the cavity and some of them are not suitable for external operation. 
An original approach has been proposed in 2004 [33], which is also well suited in the case of the 
external configuration. It exploits the gain anisotropy of quantum wires structures grown on an 
uncommon (775)B oriented GaAs substrate, to promote one polarization mode with respect to the other. 
In (001)-oriented InP substrates, QDHs have been studied as well for edge-emitting configurations 
[34,35]. In 2009 at FOTON Lab, a room temperature CW operation of a VCSEL based on InAs self-
assembled QDHs emitting at 1.6 µm has been reported for the first time [36]. Subsequent studies have 
confirmed the performances of InAs QDHs-based VCSELs, both in terms of polarization control [5] and 
wide wavelength emission range, which can bring improvements for the realization of bi-frequency laser, 
as mentioned above [6,37,38]. As an example, we report in the Fig. 1a a typical room temperature PL 
spectrum measured in the case of a 3x6 sets QDHs active region (the structure of such active region 
being detailed in the following). The result of the measurement shows a strong increase of the intensity 
for the [1-10]-polarized component (same direction along which the dash are aligned), with respect to 
the [110] one, whereas it is almost similar in the case of QWs (not shown here). The polarization 
stability in the case of a QDH VCSEL is confirmed by Fig. 1b, which shows the average intensity of the 
optical output power as a function of the pump power, where the output emission is stable polarized 
along the [1-10] direction. The output spectra are presented on inset (log scale).  For the QW case, a 
switch between the two orthogonally polarized directions typically occurs (as detailed in Ref. [5]). 
 

(a) (b) 
 

Fig.1 - (a) QDHs PL spectra for the [1-10] (red) and [110] (black dotted) polarizations. (b) QDH-VCSEL average optical output 
power vs optical pump power, measured along the [1–10] (triangles) and [110] (squares) polarization (output spectrum in the 

inset), see Ref. [5]. 
 
A further interest of QDH nanostructures with respect to QWs for bi-frequency VECSEL applications is 
related to the fact that they are less sensitive to temperature. Fig. 2 shows the results of thermally 
resolved photoluminescence measurements (PLTR) in the case of two different active regions based on 
6 plans of QDHs (sample n.5072) and 6 plans of QWs (sample n. 4076) on InP, in terms of the 
integrated PL intensity and emission wavelength. In both cases QDHs shows better stability in 
temperature with respect to QWs (the slope of the two curves is less pronounced in the case of QDHs). 
 



(a) (b) 
 
Fig.2 – Thermal behavior of QW-based and QDH-based active regions: (a) Integrated PL intensity and (b) wavelength shift vs T. 
 
Finally, it has been found that QDH-based active region have an interest in terms of wide material gain 
bandwidth. Recently at FOTON Lab, a 117 nm wide span around 1.55 µm on a VCSEL structure based 
on quantum dashes has been reported [6] (see Fig. 3), demonstrating the great potentialities of such 
nanostructures. In the perspective to improve the device tunability range and thus to obtain tunable THz 
devices, such nanostructures are very attractive nowadays. 
 
 

Fig.3 – CW QDH-VCSEL output spectra at room temperature measured above threshold at a constant pump power. The spatial 
dependence of the resonant wavelength along the wafer has been obtained by a wedge microcavity design, in order to change 

the InP phase layer thickness (details can be found in Ref. [6]). 
 

On the basis of such previous results, it seems reasonable to investigate the potentialities of such 
anisotropic active medium to improve VECSEL performances (temperature, noise behavior, etc.), and 
also for the realization of bi-frequency VECSEL, covering frequency difference from several GHz up to 
few THz. 
For this STSM mission, a 2 inches QDH-based VECSEL sample has been specifically designed and 
realized at FOTON Lab. It has been grown by a gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GS-MBE) system, 
and it consists of three sets of six InAs QDHs layers on (001)-oriented InP substrate, as shown in 



Fig.4a. In order to limit the height dispersion of such nanostructures and to control the wavelength 
emission, the so-called “double cap technique" has been used [39].  
Inside each set, the six QDHs layers are closely separated by 15 nm quaternary alloy 
(In0.8Ga0.2As0.435P0.565) layers, that act as barriers to confine the carrier injection, and enhance the pump 
absorption (otherwise, it would be only limited to QDHs layers). Numerical simulations have been used 
to design the thickness of each layer in such a way that QDHs are exactly located at the antinodes of 
the resonant stationary field, in order to maximize the modal gain of the structure (resonant periodic gain 
configuration) and to provide a uniform carrier injection in each set of QDHs. Such a cavity design leads 
to a reduction of the laser threshold. Further details about the design of the QDHs active region can be 
found in Ref. [36].  

(a) (b) 

 
Fig.4 – Quantum Dashes: (a) structure of the active region (the thickness of the layers is reported in nm) and (b) AFM image of 

the QDHs realized by MBE on (001) InP substrate. 
 
Fig.4b shows a 1x1 µm² AFM image of the last QDH layer, from a set of six layers. It is worth to notice 
that the thickness of the first InP layer has been suitably design in order to match the phase condition on 
the stationary field imposed by the first GaAs layer composing the DBR.   
This sample has been brought to LPN-EPFL, to proceed to wafer fusion experiments of AlAs/GaAs 
DBRs. 
 
Surface morphology characterization before wafer bonding process 
 
On the basis of previous experiments at LPN-EPFL, it has been found that the yield of wafer bonding 
process is highly dependent on the morphology of the sample surface. Good smoothness (height 
dispersion rms1 of max ±10 nm in 50-100 µm range) is a key requirement in order to not spoil optical 
characteristics, whereas high roughness surfaces leads to defects formation during wafer bonding 
process and may even prevent the integrity of the sample itself, which is subjected to high temperatures 
and pressures. 
In order to validate this approach on the QDH sample provided by FOTON Lab, I checked the quality of 
the substrate by means of a confocal and interferometry optical profiler, which allows fast and non-
invasive measurements of the surface roughness.  
Fig.5 shows the picture of the surface in the case of the QWs used as reference sample (a) and the 
QDHs sample provided by FOTON Lab (b and c). Details on the QWs based active region can be found 
in Ref. [23]. 
 

                                                 
1 rms = root means square 



(a) (b) (c) 
 

Fig.5 – Images of the surface roughness taken by means of the optical confocal profiler microscope: (a) QWs 
reference sample, (b) center and (c) upper edge of QDHs sample (in this case we clearly see the presence of defects 

across the surface). The lines indicate the direction along which the measurement has been performed. 
 
The results of measurements are shown in Fig.6. The roughness of the QWs reference sample (Fig.6a) 
and the one of QDHs at the center of the 2 inch wafer (Fig.6b) is comparable (height dispersion in the 
range of approximatively ±2 nm in a range of nearly 15µm, good uniformity has been also verified in 50-
100 µm ranges, not shown here), so wafer bonding process is expected to be compatible with our 
QDHs active region. Concerning the upper edge of the 2 inches sample (Fig.6c), some defects have 
been identified, and the measured roughness appears to be far below the specifications (roughness well 
above ±100 nm, please notice that the scale of y-axis in Fig.6c is in µm, while in the other cases is in 
nm). This problem has been identified as being related with a false manipulation while sample was 
grown, and it will be undoubtedly avoided in the future. 
 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 



(c) 

 
Fig.6 – Morphology profiles related to: (a) QWs reference sample, (b) center and (c) upper edge of QDHs sample. 

 
Despite the problem affecting the edge of the QDHs wafer, the result of such measurements is a clear 
indication that the quality of such substrates is adapted to the specifications of wafer bonding process 
developed at LPN-EPFL. In principle there are no limitations on the processing of the active region 
based on QDHs samples provided by FOTON Lab. So that, despite the non-ideal morphology 
conditions related to the edge roughness, we performed a first wafer bonding test, as described in the 
following. 
 
Optical characterization before wafer bonding process 
 
Prior to the wafer fusion step, the QDHs based active region, provided by FOTON Lab has been 
optically  characterized in terms of PLTR, and compared with the reference sample based on 3-3-2-2 
sets of AlGaInAs QWs (see Ref. [23] for more details). The results of this preliminary study are shown in 
Fig.7. 

 
Fig.7 – Temperature resolved PL spectra for the reference QWs sample and the QDH sample for different values 

of temperature in the range 10°C – 80°C. 



 
The PL measurements have been performed from 10 up to 80°C, to evaluate the thermal behavior of 
the active region. The source used for such measurements is a 980 nm pigtail diode laser, able to 
deliver up to 100mW nearly. In this case we choose to pump at nearly 20mW, and the pump was 
delivered onto the sample surface with a multimode optical fiber.  
It can be noticed that, in the case of QDHs, the red shift is less pronounced with respect to the QWs 
sample. Additionally, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the QWs is nearly 40 nm, while for the 
QDHs sample is more than 140 nm (this is a raw estimation since the spectrometer allows to scan up to 
1650 nm only). 
Regarding the peak intensity of the PL spectrum, between the two samples there is nearly a factor 6, 
and a variation of integrated intensity (which takes into account the width of the spectrum) of nearly a 
factor 2, showing the overall good quality of samples. 
 
 
Description of the wafer bonding process 
 
On the basis of the morphology measurements, a preliminary wafer bonding test has been performed at 
LPN-EPFL. In the following there is a summary of the main steps that are performed to obtain 
V(E)CSELs structures with high quality-high thermal conductive GaAs/AlAs Bragg mirrors and a 
diamond heat-spreader in the so called “flip-chip” configuration.  
Fig.8 summarizes the process flow used to fabricate the device. The starting point is represented by the 
n doped (001)-oriented InP substrate, on which an InGaAs stop-etching layer and an active region 
(based on InAs QDHs, as previously described – see Fig.4a) are grown by GS-MBE, and a GaAs 
substrate on which a GaAs/AlAs DBR has been grown. Then the chip is processed as follows: 
 

1. The two parts are brought into contact and thermo-compressed (600°C at 7000 N for 30 min) in 
an industrial bonding machine; 

2. As a result of the process, the two parts are subjected to a plastic deformation and are uniformly 
bonded together at the nanometric scale; 

3. The GaAs substrate is then selectively etched; 
4. A Ti/Au layer is then deposited at the end of the DBR, and the sample is cleaved into 3x3 mm² 

squares, then is compressed and Au-Au bonded onto a 5x5x0.3 mm3 high thermal conductive 
CVD diamond heat-spreader (which has been previously coated with an Au layer) at a 
temperature of about 150°C. Finally, the InP substrate and the InGaAs stop-etch layers are 
removed from the active region. A more detailed description of process can be found in Refs. 
[21,23]. 



 

Fig.8 – VECSEL wafer bonding process steps for flip-chip configuration. 
 
At the end of the wafer process, the fused sample consists in three different region (Fig.9): 
-  region A: active region on fused on GaAs without DBR (for optical characterization); 
- region B: active region fused on AlAs/GaAs DBR, without diamond heat spreader (for optical 

characterization); 
- region C: active region fused on AlAs/GaAs DBR and dedicated to be Au-Au bonded on diamond 

heat spreader (for QDH-VECSEL characterization). 
 
 

Fig.9 – Different regions dedicated to optical/VECSEL characterization on the 2 inches QDH wafer (picture of 
the 5x5 mm2 QDH-VECSEL die in inset).  

 
The inset of Fig. 9 shows a picture of the processed 5x5 mm2 QDH-VECSEL die at the end of the 
wafer bonding process. 
 



Optical characterization after wafer bonding process 
 
In order to evaluate the quality of the DBR wafer bonding process, a PL temperature resolved 

study has been again performed on a sample based on QDHs active region, incorporating this time the 
GaAs/AlAs DBR reported on glass substrate, and compared with previous measurements. Fig.10 shows 
the results before and after the process, in order to evaluate the effect of the presence of the DBR. It is 
worth to notice that at this point no diamond heat-spreader is present in the structure (we refer here on a 
structure such as the one depicted on Fig.9 - region B). 

 
Fig.10 – Comparison for the QDH sample before and after the wafer bonding process: (a) temperature resolved PL 

spectra vs wavelength, (b) intensity peak vs temperature and (c) peak wavelength vs temperature. Again, a 
temperature variation has been applied between 10°C and 80°C. 

 
The strong increase in the PL intensity clearly indicates a cavity effect due to the presence of the Bragg 
mirror (red curves) centered at 1.56 µm, with respect to the case of PL spectra obtained before the 
wafer bonding process (blue curves). It can be also noticed the presence of the other longitudinal 
modes of the 1/2-cavity, located at 1455 and 1645 nm, respectively. Also, the linewidth of the PL is 
decreased to nearly 30 nm (see Fig.11a), showing a strong improvement with respect to the previous 
measurement.  
The temperature resolved PL measurements also allows having some insights about the temperature 
behavior of the structure. Two main effects are responsible for the thermal shift. First of all, the most 
important and limiting one is the modal gain reduction due of a significant increase of the temperature in 
the active region of the laser, and its shifting towards the longer wavelengths. Moreover, as the 
temperature increases, the resonant dip of the optical cavity redshifts, due to the changes in the 
refractive index caused by heating. Generally, the peak gain and the resonant dip curves tune at 
different rates, reducing the overlap and spoiling the performances. 
The temperature resolved PL measurements shown in Fig. 10 allows to estimate the peak wavelength 
red shifts to be of about 7nm in the case of the QDHs-based cavity, from 1560 nm at 10°C up to 1567 



nm at 80°C (Fig.11b), leading to a shift rate of about 0.1 nm/°C, whereas in the case of QWs-based 
reference structure the shift is more pronounced, being of about 0.22 nm/°C (not shown here, see Ref 
[23] for more details). Generally, nanostructures like QDHs or QDs are known to be less sensitive to 
thermal shift than QWs, anyway the shift effect could be partially attributed to the design and 
composition of the cavity itself (the presence of relatively thick InP layers for instance, that help to 
dissipate the thermal heating). Further investigations are needed to verify if such performances are 
mainly related to the use of QDHs active region or to the joint behavior of QDHs and cavity effects.   
Also we can notice on Fig.11c and d that the peak at 80°C still retains more than 60% of the intensity 
with respect to its value at 10°C. Different regions of the sample have been checked, and no 
degradation of the PL emission spectra has been noticed, which indicates a good bonding over the 
whole sample surface. 
However, it is worth to notice that the QDHs active region central wavelength (1.6µm) does not perfectly 
match the DBRs maximum of the stop band (1.56µm). By using a perfectly matched active region we 
may expect stronger PL emission, with benefits on threshold and emitted power for the VECSEL. 
 

 

 
Fig.11 – QDH sample PL measurement after wafer bonding process: (a) FWHM, (b) Wavelength intensity peak, (c) PL 

intensity and (d) PL intensity normalized to the PL intensity at 10°C for different temperatures (range 10-80°C).  
 
 
Lasing characterization of QDH VECSELs 
 
Description of the VECSEL characterization experiment 
 
To characterize the VECSELs samples, we have used the following experimental setup at LPN-EPFL 
(see Fig.12). It mainly consists in:  



1. The optical pumping part (980 nm laser focused onto the sample surface by means of two 
collimating and focusing lenses and a multimode optical fiber); 

2. The VECSEL cavity, made by the optically pumped ½-VECSEL chip (placed on a Cu water-
cooled heat sink) and the output coupler (indicated as OC in the figure, it is a 99.5% 
transmitting spherical mirror with a radius of curvature of 50 mm); 

3. The alignment setup, made by a HeNe gas laser used for a very fast and raw alignment, and 2 
cameras which permit a finer alignment of the cavity; 

4. Finally, the measurement part composed by two photodetector, an optical spectrum analyzer 
(OSA), and a thermal power meter, which allows getting simultaneous in-situ measurements of 
the incident, reflected and emitted power, and which also permits to estimate the absorbed 
power. Such set-up allows deducing the pump power part which does not contribute to the 
lasing operation. 
 

(a) (b) 
 

Fig.12 – VECSEL characterization (LL measurements): (a) picture and (b) scheme of the experimental setup used 
at LPN-EPFL. L=lens, BS=beam splitter, D= detector, OC= output coupler, OSA= optical spectrum analyzer. p,r and 

e refer to pump, reflection and emitted paths, respectively. 
 
The pump is delivered by a 200 µm multimode fiber, and the pump spot on the surface of the sample is 
estimated to be 350 µm in diameter. Due to the large size of the pump spot, transverse multimodal 
operation of the VECSEL is expected. The optimization of the cavity length is performed by hand, 
looking for the maximum emitted power (which should be related to the fundamental mode). 
Before each new measurement, a calibration routine is performed in order to characterize the setup and 
take into account for the losses introduced by the optical elements inside the cavity. The procedure also 
allows the repetition of measurements, in order to have error estimation. 
 
Lasing experiments 
 
Finally, on fused sample (region C of Fig.9), three dies have been bonded  diamond heat spreader, and 
I have been able to characterize only one sample, as the STSM mission was close to the end. 
As a first step on the VECSEL set up, we have tested a 1.5 µm emitting QW-VECSEL available at LPN-
EPFL to test and verify the experiment. As represent on Fig.13 (light-to-light characteristic, LL), laser 
emission is obtained for an absorbed input pump power of nearly 1.65 W, output power as high as 2 W 
is measured before thermal rollover appears. The measure has been obtained for a Cu water-cooled 
heat sink temperature of 10°C. The inset of Fig.13 shows the spectrum acquired by the OSA at the 
different values of the absorbed pump power, i.e. ranging from 500mW (upper curve) up to 16 W 
(bottom curve). 



 

Fig.13 – LL characteristic of the 1.5 µm emitting QW-VECSEL available at LPN-EPFL. Spectrum on inset for 
different values of pump power and for a Cu heat sink temperature of 10°C. 

 
Following this, one among the third QDH-VECSEL dies is tested (Fig.9 region C and inset). After 
conventional routine alignment procedure is performed, input power has been increased in order to 
reach laser threshold. Nevertheless, despite several experiments on different sample location, no direct 
evidence of lasing emission has been obtained. At this stage, careful attention of the sample has been 
paid. From LPN-EPFL members (Dr. V. Iakovlev), it turned out that the sample depicted a relatively 
wavy surface, which is probably related to the last processing step where a not optimal Au-Au bonding 
between the DBR and the diamond layer occurred, which in turn means a non-optimal thermal 
dissipation during high power pumping. This issue, together with the non-optimal matching between the 
QDH emission and the DBR stop band, may explain why no laser emission has been reached.  
 
 
3. Description of the main results obtained  
 
From March 16th up to April 6th, I benefit from a STSM mission to test wafer bonding process at LPN-
EPFL (Lausanne, Switzerland), in order to realize a QDH-VECSEL device, and to evaluate its 
performances for the realization of bi-frequency laser and THz sources for bio-medical application, and 
in particular for skin cancer detection. 
During this short period, I have been welcome by Dr. V. Iakovlev (LPN-EPFL), and been able to do the 
following experiments: 

- Morphological evaluation of FOTON lab QDH sample with wafer bonding process:  
→ successfully tested 

- Optical characterization of QDH sample and comparison with LPN-EPFL references: 
→ QDH sample performances in terms of emission intensity satisfactory 
→ improved temperature dependence PL characteristics (intensity, wavelength) of QDH versus 

QWs have been observed 
- Wafer bonding process of QDH sample: 

→ successfully tested 
- Optical characterization of QDH sample after wafer bonding process: 



→ wafer bonding process validated by cavity resonances measurements, improved temperature 
insensitivity 

- QDH-VECSEL lasing experiments: 
→ failed... 

 
As a conclusion, even if at this stage we have not been able to demonstrate lasing operation, mainly 
because of processing troubles, this STSM mission has shown the feasibility of the DBR wafer bonding 
procedure in the case of QDH active regions on InP substrate, which was the main critical part of the 
whole process, since it has been never performed in the past.  
 
 
4. Mutual benefits for the Home and Host institutions 
 
This mission has given the opportunity to start a very fruitful collaboration between FOTON and LPN-
EPFL Labs. Considering the results obtained in such a short period, next step will be to concretize this 
mission by a successfully demonstration of a QDH-VECSEL laser emission. This will imply further 
sample to be grown at FOTON Lab, and further wafer fusion to be processed at LPN-EPFL. In this case, 
more attention will be also paid in the active region emission and DBR matching. In this objective, both 
institutions are still in contact. 
 
 
5. Future collaboration with the Host institution 
 
Further mission for me will be considered at LPN-EPFL, and common scientific research projects are 
under consideration. 
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